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TaylorMade Golf Company Refreshes P700
Series Irons Lineup with Introduction of New
P·790 & P·790 Ti Players Distance Irons
Combining Proven SpeedFoam™ Technology with Refined Shaping, Next
Generation of Company’s Most Popular Players Distance Irons Reach New
Levels of Performance
BASINGSTOKE, HANTS. (August 12, 2019) – Following the resounding global success of
the irons that catapulted the model to among the best-selling in company history, TaylorMade
Golf, an industry leader in product innovation, technology and performance, announced today
the second generation of the P·790 irons. Like its P700 series siblings, the P·790 irons are a
meticulously crafted set combining performance, feel and aesthetics.
By way of its forged face and soft, hollow body construction with SpeedFoam™ and the debut of
the Thru-Slot Speed Pocket, speed and forgiveness were the key performance attributes that
helped the first-generation P·790 rise to the upper heights of the players distance category.

Making the Best Better
To improve on an iron as successful as the original P·790, engineers faced the challenge of
taking everything learned from its design, refining and emphasising many of the unique design
elements that made it so successful without drastically changing its DNA. The result is a forged
iron that continues to deliver remarkable distance and playability combined with exceptional
feel in a medium-compact head design with a refined topline, more compact blade length and
reduced offset preferred by discerning players.

Performance
The original P·790 was – and still is - widely considered one of the highest-performing irons in
the industry. The all-new 2019 P·790 features a 7% thinner face designed to produce a faster
COR and for the first time includes Progressive Inverted Cone Technology (PICT) designed to
improved accuracy throughout the set, minimising the right tendency often found in the long
irons. The thinner face also maintains sound and feel but enhances feedback regardless of
where the ball is struck on the face.
Behind the face of the new P·790 is one of TaylorMade’s most advanced technologies to date:
SpeedFoam, a proprietary construction which serves a dual purpose of generating ball speed as
well as the management of sound and feel. Injected into the clubhead, SpeedFoam provides the
face support and damping properties that make the performance of the P·790 unlike any other
iron in the TaylorMade family.

Inside the P·790, a larger mass of tungsten – 15% more than first generation P·790 – has been
reshaped to deliver a deeper centre of gravity. This was accomplished through the mass savings
in the thinner face as well as by removing mass in the iron frame (high toe area) and
repositioning it by way of the larger, low profile tungsten design. The new tungsten design helps
to lower the CG and increase the launch angle of the new 2019 model.

Shaping
The product creation team implemented some refined shaping changes to the new generation
P·790 in the continued pursuit of the perfect players distance iron shape. Working from the
ground up, the designers tweaked the sole radius for less propensity to dig. The long irons (6-3i)
have progressively less offset and the blade length was shaved down slightly in the scoring irons
(7-AW) for more compact players iron proportions. Finally, the topline shaping was refined by
increasing the face height in the toe for a cleaner progression through the set. The result is a
visually appealing shape proportion preferred by better players without being visually
intimidating for those who appreciate the forgiving nature of the P·790 design.

Specifications, Pricing & Availability

Available at retail on September 6, the new P·790 irons will be offered in 3-PW, AW equipped
with True Temper’s Dynamic Gold 105 VSS steel shafts or UST Mamiya’s Recoil 760/780 ES
SmacWrap graphite shafts with Golf Pride Tour Velvet 360 grips. Numerous other custom shaft
options are also available. P·790 RRP – £1,299 steel, £1,399 graphite / €1,399 steel €1,679
graphite / NOK 12,999 steel 16,099 graphite / SEK 13,999 steel 16,099 graphite / DKK 10,299
steel 12,599 graphite / CHF 1,599 steel 1,899 graphite

P·790 UDI

Once again complementing the P·790 irons is the P·790 UDI, a forged driving iron designed
with Tour-inspired shaping and incorporating a multitude of proven TaylorMade technologies –
including SpeedFoam. Like the other irons in the set, the P·790 UDI is constructed with a soft,
8620 carbon steel body combined with high-strength forged 4140 carbon steel with a wrappedface construction in a hollow body design.
The new P·790 UDI also features an ultra-thin forged face with Inverted Cone Technology for an
expanded sweet spot within a slightly smaller face area. Similar to the first generation P·790
UDI, the new, smaller Inverted Cone in the new P·790 UDI allows for reduced face thickness at
the edges of the face, thus increasing flexibility from heel to toe and low on the clubface and
optimizing ball speed across the entire face. Once again, the Thru-Slot Speed Pocket is
engineered to increase ball speeds and forgiveness for exceptional playability for those desiring
additional options off the tee or fairway.

For forgiveness and playability, the new P·790 UDI features the re-engineered internal metalinjection-molded (MIM) tungsten weighting for precise CG placement and higher moment of
inertia (MOI).

Specifications, Pricing & Availability

Available at retail starting September 6, the new P·790 UDI will be offered in RH only models as
a 2-iron (17°) and come equipped with Project X’s popular HZRDUS Smoke Black shaft 90g (S)
or 105g (X) flexes - designed for low launch/low spin and gripped with a Golf Pride TV 360.
Additionally, the P·790 UDI will be available for custom build with an extensive offering of steel
and graphite (.355) options. P·790 UDI RRP – £229, €249, NOK 2,299, SEK 2,499, DKK 1,799,
CHF 289
Additional specifications:
Loft: 17°
Lie: 60°
Offset: 3.2mm
Length: 40” (steel 39.25”)
Swingweight: D2

P·790 Ti
Following an exploration of ultra-premium materials and our engineering knowledge, we
created a high-performance set of irons in a new, first-of-its-kind iron package. The P·790 Ti; a
triumph of engineering and the most premium iron line TaylorMade has ever created.
A complement to the P·790, the P·790 Ti was designed from the ground up to be an extreme
performance P·790; a game improvement iron loaded with technology packed into an
aspirational players’ preferred shape while maintaining the critical ratios between blade length,
offset and topline width.

Multi-Material Construction
The body of the P·790 Ti is comprised of a 9-1-1 titanium. Titanium has a high strength to
weight ratio, meaning it is both light in weight but also remarkably strong (this is also one of the
primary reasons it is used in metalwoods and just this year, the M5 fairway, too). The use of
titanium allowed engineers to increase the amount of tungsten (up to 119g – nearly half of the
iron head mass) in the sole of the iron for an ultra-low center of gravity – the lowest CG in any P
Series iron. The P·790 Ti was designed to showcase its use of premium materials in a technical,
elegant package with the extreme tungsten weighting fully visible across the full backbar of the
iron.
Due to its titanium construction, the iron features a lighter face and a large sweet spot by way of
TaylorMade’s patented Thru-Slot Speed Pocket – the company’s most flexible Speed Pocket™
design to date. The Thru-Slot Speed Pocket expands the flexible area of the face to generate
faster ball speeds. The face design also includes the Progressive ICT design and an additional
Speed Pocket in the 8i intended for more consistent yardage gapping through the set.

Shaping vs. Gen 1 P·790
Compared to the original P·790, the P·790 Ti has a slightly longer blade length (2mm), taller
face (2mm) and .5mm of increased offset. It also utilises a slightly wider sole with increased
bounce for added forgiveness.

Specifications, Pricing & Availability
Available at retail on November 8, the new P·790 Ti irons will be offered in 4-PW/AW and come
equipped with Nippon 950GH NEO steel shafts or Mitsubishi’s MMT graphite shafts in 75g (S),
65g (R) and 55g (A) flexes, each with Golf Pride Tour Velvet 360 grips. Numerous other custom
shaft options are also available. P·790 Ti RRP – £2,699 steel, £2,899 graphite / €3,199 steel
€3,399 graphite / NOK 29,999 steel 32,999 graphite / SEK 32,999 steel 35,999 graphite / DKK
23,999 steel 25,999 graphite / CHF 3,499 steel 3,799 graphite
For more information on P790, P790 UDI or P790 Ti and/or to request additional assets for
editorial, contact the TaylorMade Media Team.
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About TaylorMade Golf Company
Headquartered in Carlsbad, California, TaylorMade Golf is a leading manufacturer of high performance golf
equipment with industry-leading innovative products like M5/M6 metalwoods, M5/M6 irons and TP5/TP5X golf
balls. TaylorMade is the #1 Driver in Golf and also a major force on the PGA TOUR with one of the strongest
athlete portfolios in golf, that includes Dustin Johnson, Rory McIlroy, Jason Day, Jon Rahm, Rickie Fowler and
Tiger Woods.
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